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Expertise / Capital Markets

Into the investor spotlight
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Financial Communication has its own rules, and NATIONAL knows them. For over 20 years, our team of capital markets experts advises and supports our clients to take advantage of opportunities, manage change and increase value.
From investor relations and corporate communications to transaction or crisis management, we bring the full-service capabilities of Canada’s largest independent public relations firm to our clients, including international capacities through our global network.
Focusing on your strategic objectives, we build our plans on agility, authenticity, and compliance to navigate in a complex and highly regulated environment, where expectations are high and there are as many opportunities as risks. Whether you want to strengthen your positions or manage leadership change, we understand your environment and market.
Our team of trusted advisors has worked in-house at public companies and on the trading floor, brought newly public companies to market, and advised on high-profile joint ventures and multi-billion-dollar acquisitions.
From coast to coast, our network leverages the best team tailored to each client’s need, for the long run or when something unexpected arises. We join forces with our media relations or digital communications teams to tell your story or position your leaders and experts, or with our crisis experts for all the range of crawling or unexpected issues, from data security breaches to natural disasters.
Learn more about:
	Investors Relations
	Transaction Communications
	Media Relations
	Crisis and Issues Management
	Corporate Communications
	Cyber Security
	Digital Communications
	Spokesperson Training
	and more



Featured case study
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Charlotte’s Web Holdings, Inc.
Providing comprehensive services for a $100 million IPO
NATIONAL worked closely with the Charlotte’s Web team, to help develop the first long form prospectus offering for a cannabis company.
Read more





Our experts
Want to learn more about our experience in this field?
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Mark Seland
Managing Partner
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Brian Pearl
Managing Partner
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Mirabel Paquette
Senior Vice-President
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Craig MacPhail
Vice-President
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Karen White
Senior Vice-President
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Larry Markowitz
Senior Director
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Anna Speyer
Director
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Richard Chen
Consultant
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